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Abstract
We give two parallel algorithms for sequence comparison on the Connection Machine 2 (CM2). The specific comparison measure we compute is the erfif distance: given a finite alphabet
£ and two input sequences X £ £ + and Y £ E + the edit distance
Y ) is the minimum
cost of transforming X into Y via a series of weighted insertions, deletions, and substitutions of
characters. The edit distance comparison measure is equivalent to or subsumes a broad range
of well known sequence comparison measures.
The CM-2 is very fast at performing parallel prefix operations. Our contribution consists
of casting the problem in terms of these operations. Our first algorithm computes d(X, Y) using
N processors and O(MS) time units, where M = min(|Jf|, |Y|) + 1, N = max(|X|, |Y|) + 1
and S is the time required for a parallel prefix operation. The second algorithm computes
d(X,Y) using NM processors and 0 ( ( l o g j V l o g M ) ( S 4- 72.)) time units, where 72 is the time for
a "router" communication step - one in which each processor is able to read data, in parallel,
from the memory of any other processor. Our algorithms can also be applied to several variants
of the problem, such as subsequence comparisons, and one-tnany and many-many comparisons
on "sequence databases".
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weighted edit distance, shortest paths, grid graphs.
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Introduction

The need for measuring similarities between sequences of characters arises in many areas of it.
Applications of the sequence comparison problem include molecular biology, robot vision, cryptography, speech recognition, and surface reconstruction of medical scans. (See [6, 12, 15, 19, 20]
for example.) The common theme in these applications is the notion of transforming a source
sequence X = x 1X2...x\x\ of characters from some finite alphabet E into a destination sequence
Y = yiy2-..y\Y\ of characters from S, by using a series of transformation steps consisting of deletions,
insertions, and substitutions of characters.
We assume there is a system of non-negative weights associated with these transformations
steps, as follows: For each character c € 2 there is a weight / ( c ) charged for inserting c into X, a
weight D[c) charged for deleting c from X, and for each pair (c, rf) 6 S x E there is a weight S(c, d)
charged for substituting a c for a d.
1.1

The edit distance problem

Although there are many comparison measures available, we shall assume we are computing the
weighted edit distance d(XtY):

the minimum total cost of transforming X into Y by applying

a series of the weighted transformation steps above. Without loss of generality we may assume
1-^1 (otherwise interchange the roles of insertion and deletion and transpose the substitution
table 5). The edit distance subsumes or is equivalent to many well known comparison measures.
The transformation steps and the arrangements of the weights reflect the nature of the application domain. The comparison of two DNA sequences, for example, may yield a measure of
evolutionary ancestry or of common function in two genetic codes: deletion or insertion transformation steps correspond to loss or acquisition of genetic material, and substitutions correspond
to point wise genetic mutation. Other applications, as in optimal surface reconstruction [6] may
ignore the possibility of substitution altogether - by setting £(-,-) = 00 (this does not reduce the
complexity of the problem, though). The alphabet £ is typically of small size - the set { a , c , g , t }
of DNA bases, for example. The sequence lengths, however, may reach many thousands or millions
of characters.
1.2

A graphical formulation

The problem has a well known formulation in terms of shortest path computation on a certain class
of directed graphs, which we review next.
K T = i\t2-..tn is a string, then by "the ^-prefix of T " we mean the string consisting
of the first k characters of T, i.e. t\t2...tk- A zero-prefix is the empty string.

From now on M = \Y\ + 1, and N = \X\ + 1 (hence M < N).

Let C{i,j)

be the weighted edit

distance from the j-prefix of X to the i-prefix of Y ( 0 < i < |X\ , 0 < j < \Y\ ). We set C(0,0) = 0.
The answer we wish to compute is C(M — 1 ,N — 1).
It has been shown [21], [15] that
C(i,j)

= min{C(i - 1, j) + I(yi),

C(i,j - 1) + D(xj), C(i~l,j-1)

+ S(Vi,

Xj)}.

This means that C(i, j) may be computed whenever C[i — 1, j),C(i> j — 1), and C(i — l,j — l) have
been computed. This dependency is represented by a weighted digraph, called a grid graph, whose
vertices are laid out in an M by N grid (See Figure 1.2 ).
The cost C(i,j)

is associated with grid graph vertex (i,j).

Vertex (i, j) has directed edges

leading to vertices (z + 1 ,j), ( i , j + 1), and (i + 1 ,j + 1). These edges axe given weights /(y,- + 1 ),
D ( z j + i ) , and 5(J/j+I,

) respectively. The solution to the edit distance problem, then, is to find

the cost of a shortest path in the weighted grid graph from vertex (0,0) to vertex ( M — 1, N — 1).
1.3

Previous W o r k

There have been many parallel algorithms given which find shortest path lengths in grid graphs,
and thus apply to sequence comparison. A number of papers [1, 2, 13] have dealt with the most
general parallel machine model, the Parallel Random Access Memory machine (PRAM) [16] in
hopes of exposing the maximum parallelism inherent in the problem itself. For hypercubes, Ibarra,
Pong, and Sohn [9] have given a synchronous algorithm for computing the edit distance requiring
0(JV 3 / log 2 N) processors and 0(log 2 N) time steps (assuming M = N).

Ranka and Sahni [17]

have also given a synchronous hypercube algorithm that has a time/processor tradeoff - one bound
it implies is and 0(\/N logN) time steps with 0(N2)

processors. Edmiston and Wagner [5] give an

algorithm for a synchronous linear array of processors requiring 0(N + M) time and M processors.
This applies to the CM-2. Lander, Mesirov, and Taylor [11] assume a "data parallel computer",
such as the CM-2, and take a similar algorithmic approach, but for comparisons among strings in a
sequence database. The time requirements for their algorithm are complex, and depend upon the
distribution of lengths of individual sequences in the database.
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Figure 1.2: A Weighted Grid Graph. The alphabet is { a , c , g , t }. The
graph is induced by comparing the sequences tgact and acg. The values of
C(i,j) appear on the nodes. The output of the algorithm is the length of
the shortest path (shaded) - an edit distance of 39. This corresponds to the
sequence alignment
t g a c t
a c
g
which is optimal. It would appear that the sequences should be aligned at
the end, since the a and the c would match. However, this would require
a substitution of a g for a t , which is very expensive. In terms of DNA
sequencing, this would mean that the user assumes thymine ( t ) is rarely
converted into guanine (g) by a point-to-point mutation.
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1.4

Our Contribution

We give two CM-2 algorithms for the sequence comparison problem. These algorithms differ from
those above in that they are oriented towards specially optimized programming primitives built
into the CM-2, namely those which perform parallel prefix computations. These are called "scan"
operations in CM-2 lingo. Our first algorithm runs in 0(MS)

time using JV processors and the

second operates in 0((logiVlogM)(«S + TV)) time using NM processors, where S is the time for
a "scan" operation and I t is the time for a global communication. The first algorithm is useful
when sequence lengths are much larger than the processor count of the CM-2 — quite likely with
current CM-2 configurations. The second algorithm utilizes more processors and is thus "more
parallel". This algorithm is more useful with CM-2 configurations having far more processors than
present versions, when processor utilization becomes more important. The algorithms have been
implemented and performance results are given.
1.5

Realistic Computations

To get an idea of the nature of sequences that are found in real applications, we have inspected the
GenBank [3] data bank (Release 64.1), a large set of genetic sequences used in microbiology. This
data bank contains 35,100 sequences having a total of42,495,893 characters, for an average sequence
length of about 1,200 (only 18 sequences in GenBani are over 30,000 characters long). GenBank is
divided into several sub-banks - PLANT, VIRAL, STRUCTURAL RNA, SYNTHETIC, etc. The
VIRAL sub-bank, for example, has 3,216 sequences of average length around 1,700. Most sequences
in the VIRAL sub-bank range between 200 and 5,000 characters in length.
In such applications, the user often wishes to compare one or more source sequences X \ , X i , . . . , X s
to each sequence in some database of destination sequences Yi,Y2, ..., YD• Let GK,L denote the grid
graph induced when comparing the source string Xj_, to destination string Y&. Then we may solve
the composite problem by embedding the GK,L graphs into a larger graph as shown in Figure 1.5.
The pair wise edit distances are found at the bottom right corners of the embedded subgraphs.
Lander, et. al. [11] have given algorithms for database style sequence comparisons for the case
of symmetric weight tables. We point out the importance of the special case when D = 1 and
is small, but the size of the opposing database

|Xt-| is quite large. This special case

is frequently encountered in molecular biology when comparing a single test sequence to a large
database of known sequences. The algorithmic implication is that the grid graph becomes very long
and narrow - for example, comparing a single VIRAL sequence in GenBank to the entire VIRAL
sub-bank would yield, roughly, a 1-thousand by 5-million grid graph. This type of geometry has
substantial ramifications for CM-2 implementation (more on this later).
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Figure 1.5 Embedding a Database Comparison in a Grid Graph.
The heavy edges have infinite weight and the thin edges have zero weight.
This isolates embedded graphs from one another, but allows the parallel
algorithm to operate without regard to their arrangement.

1.6

Outline of the Paper

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows:
Section 2:

The Connection Machine architecture and software.

Section 3:

The first algorithm and its performance results.

Section 4:

The second algorithm and its performance results.

Section 5:

Summary and Future Work.
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2

The CM-2 Architecture and Software

The Connection Machine 2 [8] is a massively parallel computer, containing as many as 65,536 processors operating synchronously. Instructions are sent to the processors from a user program running
on a front end computer. The CM-2 simulates any number of virtual processors by automatically
time and memory slicing the activities of the physical processors.
The interface between the user program and the CM-2 is a subroutine library, called Paris,
loaded onto the front end. We used Paris version 5.0 in our development. Each Paris call results in
a macro-instruction being sent to the CM-2 which is then translated into lower level instructions
that the processors understand.
The physical processors of the CM-2 are connected in a hypercube communication network. The
CM-2 provides a clean interface to the hypercube by automatically simulating a virtual processor
grid of some dimension between 1 and the dimension of the hypercube.

The user defines the

number of dimensions and size of each dimension. In our applications we use only one and two
dimensional virtual grids. Processors are laid out in the virtual grid using a gray code mapping
[7, 14, 18], which insures that processors with neighboring grid coordinates are connected by an
actual communication link.
There are three forms of interprocessor communication available: grid neighbor communication, router communications, and scans. A grid neighbor communication allows virtual processors
which are geometrically adjacent in the virtual processor grid to exchange data. Grid neighbor
communication occurs quickly, in constant time, because of the communication link guaranteed
by the grid layout. The router is a very general communication mechanism which allows various
communication patterns on the machine, such as global reductions and single-datum broadcasts.
In this paper, we shall be concerned only with the most complex of these communication patterns,
router permutations, which allow processors to simultaneously send and receive data from any other
arbitrary processor in the machine. Router permutations are very slow but allow the programmer
to ignore the topology of the virtual grid in data movements.
Scans are intermediate in speed and perform parallel prefix or postfix computations along with
the communication. They are defined as follows follows: Suppose we have an ordered class of
processors, pi, P2, ..., Pt, (called a "scan class") each containing a datum d{. Then the result
of a prefix (resp., postfix) computation at processor pj is 2 i < i < j
is some associative operator.

(resp., J2j<i<k ^i) where Y1

Examples are +, X, max, min, and "copy di".

A scan class of

processors is determined by specifying some dimension of the current grid configuration described
above. For example, if the grid is two dimensional, we may scan along rows or columns. The
results of a segmented scan through the rows and a non-segmented scan through the columns of
a two-dimensional virtual processor grid are illustrated in Figure 2. The CM-2 scan functions
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Figure 2: Example of Scans in a 2-D Virtual Processor Grid.

also allow postfix sums and "segmented" scans. The segmented scans allow the summation to be
zeroed at any virtual processor in the scan class having a "segmentation bit" set. By combining
communication with computation, the CM-2 scan() primitives operate very fast. In fact, previous
researchers [4] have assumed the time for a scan to be 0(1).
2.1

Complexity of Operations

We use the following hierarchy in analyzing the time complexity of our algorithms:
Speed

Time

Operation
local computation (add,mult,etc.)

fast

1 step

grid-neighbor communication

medium

S steps

Scans

slow

71 steps

Router Permutations

This hierarchy is chosen to be reflective of the Paris programming interface. We view the CM-2 as
some virtual machine executing the Paris instruction set, rather than as a raw SIMD hypercube.

If we were given direct access to the hypercube channels and the microcode of the data processors
and sequencer, several of our operations involving data movements could be done much faster. In
practice, however, such access in not generally available nor is it practical. We caution the reader,
then, that there is a great deal of information hiding behind the TZ and S symbols. Actual time
complexities may depend upon many factors, such as the ratio of virtual to physical processors (and
thus the problem size), the particular mapping between the grid and the hypercube, the number of
active processors, and the degree of scan segmentation, to mention but a few. The implementation
of the Paris operations might also be changed or augmented. For example, we could foresee the
implementation of a medium-cost hybrid grid-router

m m muni

ration method, in which generalized

data communications would be allowed, but only in some dimension of the grid. This would change
the nature of 7Z, and could have applicability in the algorithm of Section 4.

3

Algorithm 1: A Row-Sweep Approach

The idea behind the row-sweep approach is to configure the CM-2 as a one dimensional array
of processors and then use this array to process the grid graph row by row.

Previous CM-2

algorithms [5,11] have used one-dimensional approaches but with a diagonal-wise sweep through the
graph. Diagonal-sweep algorithms have the advantage of requiring only local data communication.
However, they can utilize no more processors at any one time than the number of vertices in the
current diagonal. This means that computation in the upper left and lower right corners is done
with many processors idle, (see Figure 3). In square grid graphs, most of the computation would
be done with idle processors. This under-utilization of processors is even more pronounced in
cases of long and narrow grid graphs - where M is very small (a few hundred or a few thousand
characters) but N is large (hundreds of thousands or millions of characters). This is because at
most M processors can simultaneously be in use. (The algorithm of [11] is able to ameliorate this
under-utilization in the case of sequence database comparisons).
The row-sweep approach avoids the processor utilization problems of diagonal-sweep approaches.
The main difficulty with the row-sweep method is that it introduces transitive dependencies which
diagonal-wise methods do not. Fortunately, this apparent drawback will be overcome by carefully
re-formulating each row computation, in a manner that enables the use of the fast scan primitives
built into the CM-2.
The row-sweep algorithm configures the CM-2 as a one dimensional processor array of length
N + 1 and then sweeps down the grid graph, associating the processor array with one row of the
grid graph at a time. We will show how each row can be processed with a single scan and a
few constant-time operations - requiring 0(S) time (recall that S is the time required for a scan
operation). Since there are M rows, this algorithm operates in O(MS) total time steps. Note that
9
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Figure 3: Idle Processors in Diagonal Sweep A l g o r i t h m s . Here, an 8-processor CM-2 is being used to sweep
through an 8 X 16 grid graph. An average of 30 percent of the
processors are idle at each step. This is even worse when the
row size of the grid graph falls below the physical processor
count, for then at most M processors are ever used.

i

i

the Tow-sweep algorithm is actually a one-dimensional recursive algorithm - even though the scans
are treated as primitive their their implementation is recursive.
The algorithm proceeds in M stages, the zth stage consisting of processing row i - computing
the cost of a minimum cost path from vertex (0,0) to each vertex (i,j),

0 < j < N — 1. Let us

consider the row number i to be fixed and concentrate upon the computations necessary for this
row, assuming we have already processed row i— 1 at the previous stage. We wish to compute the
numbers C(i,j),

j = 0,..., JV — 1. Define
TV = min{C(i - 1 J - 1) + S(yuXj),C(i

- 1 ,j) +

I(yi)}.

Thus, the number rj is the cost of a shortest path from vertex (0,0) to vertex (i, j) that enters
vertex (i,j)

either diagonally or vertically. Also, define Sj = C(i,j — 1) + D(xj).

This is the cost of

a shortest path from (0,0) to (i, j) that enters ( z , j ) horizontally. Obviously, C(i,j)
Unfortunately, Sj depends upon C(i,j

= min{rj, Sj}.

— 1), which we are trying to compute simultaneously! How-

ever, the definition of Sj implies the following:
=
because rjt +

£

D(xt)}t

is the cost of the path that first reaches row z at vertex (i, k) and

proceeds to vertex (i, j ) horizontally. This expression is reminiscent of a prefix sum. However,
10

the CM-2 does not have a Bcan() function to compute such an expression simultaneously for all
j € { 0 , 1 , . . .N — 1}. Thus we re-write this formula in a fashion which will prove more suitable.
Adding Yli=j+i,N D(xi) to both sides of the previous equation gives
C(iJ)+

£
l=j+l,N

Let us denote by p^ the sum

nun{r* +

D(X,)=

3

£
£>(*,)}.
l=k+l,N

D(xi). Thus, pk is a post-fix sum and can be computed by a

scan() function, in parallel for all k. In fact, this expression does not depend upon the row number
i, and can be computed and stored once and for all at the beginning of the computation (this last
comment is not true of grid graphs that are not derived from sequence comparison problems, in
which case we do have to use a scanC) for the pk's of each particular row).
To actually compute C(i, j), it appears we should subtract pj from the expression above. To
avoid this subtraction we change our goal from computing C(i,j)
computing C(iyj)

Vj, 0 < j < N to that of

+Pj. In this spirit, let us denote
C'{iJ)
r'j

=
=

C(i,j)+Pj,
ri+Pj-

Observe that C(iy N — 1) = C'(i, N - 1) (because pjv-i = 0) and in particular C(M - 1, N — 1) =
C'(M — \,N — 1). Note that
rj = min{C'(; - 1, j - 1) +

- D(Xj)),C'(i

C'(i, j) = mino<jt<j rj..

- 1 ,j) + /(W)},

(*)

(**)

These two formulas will give the algorithm for computing each row.
3.1

The Algorithm
Initialization:
Assume the CM-2 is configured as a one-dimensional virtual processor grid of length
JV + 1 (See Section 2 ) and each processor is loaded with a copy of the (small) weight
tables I, S, and D. The initial C' values are all the same and are easy to compute:
C"(0,j) =

J2I=I,N D(XL)-

This initialization requires only a single scan and constant

time operations.
For each r o w i:
Processor j will compute C'(i,j).

First it computes r'- as follows: The number

C'(i-l,j)

is locally available from the previous step, and C'[i - 1, j - 1) is available from the
neighboring processor (t, j - 1) by using a grid communication (Section 2). The front
end broadcasts the character $(,• (in 0 ( 1 ) time) to all the processors, so that the weights
11

I(yi) and S(yi,Xj) — D(xj)

can be obtained from a local table lookup. Then rj is

computed according to formula (*) in constant time. Once the r'jS are computed we
compute C'(i,j)

with a prefix-minimum scan according to formula (**).

Thus the

computation for a single row requires only a single scan and constant time operations.
Summing up, the overall time complexity is
3.2

O(MS).

Performance Results

In this section we give timing results from our implementations. The CM-2 measurements were
made on the unit in operation at the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility of NASA Ames
Research Center, Mountain View, CA. This unit is configured with 32,768 processors although
we only used 8,192, the remaining processors being dedicated to other projects. These facilities
were graciously made available by the NASA Research Institute for Advanced Computer Science
(RIACS).
The tables in Figure 3.2 summarize timing comparisons made between the row-sweep algorithm
running on the CM-2, the sequential algorithm running on a Sun 4/110 computer and a diagonal
sweeping algorithm on an Alliant FX/8 computer. These are the "best" machines we had available,
we feel, for the various sequence comparison algorithms. These comparisons are simplistic, and are
given in the interest of contrasting algorithms, not machines. The Alliant FX/8 is a vector minisupercomputer. The row-sweep and diagonal-sweep methods are both "vector-like" approaches to
the problem. The row-sweep method is amenable to the CM-2, because vector lengths are large and
static and the CM-2 is adept at handling the transitive dependencies in each row. The diagonalsweep method does not introduce transitive dependencies but is most amenable to machines which
may dynamically expand and shrink vector lengths, such as the Alliant FX/8. The Sun 4/110 is a
sequential computer, roughly rated a speed of 7 to 8 million instructions per second (MIPS), and
is most commonly used as a scientific workstation.
The timing results for both the Alliant FX-8 and the Sun 4/110 scale linearly with the problem
size, and we use them as a baseline for observing non-linearities in the behaviour of the CM-2. The
CM-2 speedups increase as row size becomes longer, allowing the communication overhead of scan
primitives to be more widely amortized over more virtual processors. This non-linearity does not
exist along column sizes. The CM2 is as efficient at processing a grid graph with a small number
of rows as it is for one with many. It is important that efficiency not be retarded by small M ,
because of the important cases arising in applications that yield a long and thin grid graph, such
as few-to-many database comparisons (see Section 1.5).
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is the ratio of the comparison machine time over the CM-2 time. V / P is the
ratio of virtual to physical processors. All times are in seconds.
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Algorithm Two: A Block-Recursive Approach

The focus of the block-recursive algorithm is to maximize the processor usage.
configured as a two-dimensional M by N virtual processor grid, the (i,j)

The CM-2 is

virtual processor being

associated with the (2, j) vertex of the grid graph. Thus the algorithm uses O(NM)

processors -

far more than the preceeding ones. It operates in
0((<S +

ft)logMogM)

time steps. The block recursive algorithm solves a more general problem than the single source-sink
path length:
Compute the lengths of shortest paths between all boundary vertices of the grid graph.
We shall refer to a collection of data values distributed across a 2-D virtual processor grid as
a matrix of values. The [i,j] entry of a matrix M is denoted M[i,j]

and is stored in the (i, j)

processor of the grid. The left, top, bottom, and right boundaries of grid graph G are denoted LQ,
TQ, BQ,

and RQ, respectively, and are ordered as in Figure 4. Also, the notation OLHPK will denote

a distance matrix containing the lengths of shortest paths from the a boundary of grid graph H to
the P boundary of grid graph K ( a , 0 £ {L,T,R,B} ). Given a grid graph G, then, the goal is to
compute the four distance matrices TGRG,

TQBG,

LQRQ,

and LQBQ-

Since the grid graph G is

k x k, these matrices are also k x k and are stored in the processors of G.

:JG

••••••

• •••

••••••
••••••

•
•
•
•

••••••

•• •
• • •• • • • • :
•••
•• •

BG

Figure 4: Ordering of boundary vertices.

4.1

Initialization

We assume the algorithm starts with source (resp. destination) string characters loaded onto the
processors assigned to the top (resp. left) boundary of the virtual processor grid. Throughout the
algorithm, the (i,j)

processor will hold the values D(xj), I(yi), and S(yi, Xj) in its local memory.

These values may be established in time bounded by 0(S) (The details are easy and are omitted).
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4.2

T h e Recursion.

The block-recursive algorithm processes the whole graph at once, instead of concentrating on one
row or diagonal at a time. In what follows we will assume the grid is square - the non-square case
is very similar. The recursion is not new. It is used in several theoretical results - [2, 9, 17] for
example. We will show how to carry it out using the CM-2 primitives.
• Input: An M x M grid graph G with one processor per vertex. The processor assigned to
vertex (i,j)

contains the edge weights I(yi), D(ij),

and S(y;,Xj).

• Output: The four distance matrices TGRG, TGBG, LGRG, and LQBG stored in G.

• Step 0: If G is a single node then return the l x l distance matrix [0].
• Step 1: Divide the grid graph into four equal quadrants, A, B, C, and D as in Figure 4.2.
Each quadrant is itself a valid grid graph with one processor per vertex. In parallel, recursively
compute boundary-boundary path information for the four subgraphs. After these (parallel)
recursive calls return, the distance matrices TARA, TABAI LARA,

and

LABA

are available in

the processors of quadrant A. The same holds for quadrants 5 , C , and D.
• Step 2.1: Using processors in quadrants A and B, m e r g e the distance matrices of A and B to
o b t a i n the distance matrices f o r A u B: TAUB^AUB, TAUBBAUB, LAOBRAUB a n d

LAUBBAUB-

• Step 2.2: Using processors in quadrants C and D, m e r g e the distance matrices of C and
D to obtain the distance matrices for C U D:

TcvDRcuD> TcuDBcuD,

LCUDRCUO and

LcuoBCUD• Step 2.3: Using all the processors of G, m e r g e the distance matrices of A U B and C U D to
obtain the distance matrices for G: TQRG-, TGBQ, LQRGI and LQBGSteps 2.1 and 2.2 are carried out in parallel. The distance matrices for A U B and C U D are no
larger than k x k and are stored in temporary locations in G.
The time complexity for steps 2.1 - 2.3 is dominated by the merge procedures - there are some
router calls necessary for inter-quadrant data movements but these are only minor housekeeping
matters. The time complexity T(k) of the recursion, then, for a k x k grid graph, obeys the equation
< r ( ^ ) + c • Merge(fc)
where Merge(fc) represents the time to perform the merging step on two k x k grid graphs and c is
some constant. Thus, the overall time requirements for an M x M grid graph is bounded by
0 (log MMerge( Jlf )).
15

A

B

C

D

Figure 4.2: Division of the grid graph into four quadrants.

In the next section we will show that Merge(fc) is bounded by 0((S + 72.)logfc) time steps.
4.3

T h e M e r g e Step

We will describe the merge of quadrants A and B - the other cases are nearly identical.
matrices TAUBRAUB,

TAUBBAUB,

and LAUBBAUB

LAUBRAUB,

The

will be the composition of smaller

ones:
[ TaubBAUB ] =

TaBA

TABB

TBBA

[ LaubBAUB ] — [ L a B A

[ TaubRAUB ] =

TBBB

LABB

>

[ LAUBRAUB

TARB
TBRB

— [ LARB ]

There are four submatrices that must be computed: TARB, TABB, LARB, and LABB• The others
are either already computed, such as TABA

or are the infinity matrix [oo], such as TBBA•

We

shall show how to compute one of these sub-matrices, TaRb• The remaining matrices are handled
identically.
The (i, j) entry of TARB

should be the length of a shortest path from the ith vertex on TA

to the j t h vertex on RQ - a path which must pass through a vertex on RA, then through an
A-to-B connecting edge to a vertex on LB- The first step is to "augment" the matrix LBRB
information from the A-to-B connecting edges so that it becomes RARB-

with

The connecting edge

information is found on processors assigned to LB vertices. This information is distributed to all
of B using a permutation route (all inside G). A few constant time operations suffice to compute
RaRB ~ altogther at most 0(H)

time steps (The details are omitted).

By copying the augmented matrix RaRb from quadrant B to A we now have the matrices
TARA

and

RARB

stored in quadrant A. The entries of the solution matrix, TARB-,

are

given by

the formula
TARB[iJ]

=

min

0<fc<Jfc/2-l

{TARA[i,fi] + RaRbIKj]}-

16

(1)

There may be more than one value of h which minimizes the right hand side of the above equation;
let 8(i,j)

denote the largest such h. We point out a very important property about the 9 values:

they are ordered along rows; i.e.
p<q=t>9(i,p)<9(i,q).

(2)

The relation in formula (2) is well known - we call it the path ordering property. It is a reflection
of the fact that the 9 values are indices of vertices where shortest paths cross the RA boundary.
The proof of (2) is trivial and is omitted. Formula 1 says that the matrix
"multiplying" the matrices

and

TARA

RARB

TARB

is obtained by

in the closed semi-ring (min, + ) . This special multiply

will be carried out by the processors in quadrant A. We simultaneously use other quadrants for
other parallel multiplies - for example we use quadrant B to compute T^BBThe time for a merge is dominated by the multiplication algorithm, given below, which runs
in 0((cS + TV) log k) time. Since the augmentation and matrix copy operations require 0(72.) time
steps, the overall time complexity for a merge is 0 ( ( 5 + TV) log k).
4.3.1

M a t r i x Multiplication

The matrix multiplication subroutine takes k x k matrices U and V and outputs a product matrix
T = U * V defined by the formula
r [ i 1 i ] = o nun fc {l?[i 1 fc] + y [ / i , i ] } .

(3)

9(iJ) = m*x{h\T[i,j] = U[i, h] + V[h,j]}

(4)

As above,

and thus
T[iJ]=U[i,8(i,j)]

+ V[8(iJ)J].

(5)

The multiplication algorithm assumes 8 satisfies property (2). It proceeds in three stages:
Stage M l :

Compute B implicitly. This requires 0((«S 4- TV) log A) time steps.

Stage M 2 :

Compute 9 explicitly. This requires 0{S + TV) time steps.

Stage M 3 :

Use 8 to compute T. This requires 0(72.) time steps.

Thus, the time complexity of the multiply is 0((<S + TV) log/:). In what follows we describe the
action for the ith row - it is understood that the same actions take place simultaneously in all rows
(and in all subgrids). Also, given some index set S C { 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .k — 1}, by "computing 8(i, 5 ) " , we
mean computing 8(iy .s) for all s £ S.
Stage M l : C o m p u t i n g 9 implicitly.
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This is the most complicated of steps M l — M3. It is performed by computing, in implicit form,
6(i, S) for a succession of larger and larger sets S: in particular 0(z, So), 9{i, S\), . . . , 0(i, 5i og jt),
whereto = {fc/2}, Si = {k/4, fc/2,3k/4], S 2 = {k/S,

fc/4,3fc/8,

{ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,k - 1}. The goal of stage M l is to compute

fc/2,5fc/8,3fc/4,7k/8},...,

Siosk =

Si os k)-

9(i,S) is stored implicitly over the zth row as follows: The path ordering property (2) implies
that S is actually divided into non-overlapping ranges of indices for which 9 values are the same;
i.e., for each j 6 &{i,S) there are range limits p,q G S such that {5 € S[0(i,s) = j} = [p, g] 0 S.
In Figure 4.3.1(a), for example, Si could be divided into the index ranges [2,2], [4,8], [10,12], and
[14,14]. We represent 0(i, S) implicitly by having processor (i, j) store the range limits p and q in
temporary matrices P and Q respectively. Of course, the range may be empty - this is indicated
by an additional temporary bit matrix CROSSED, where CR0SSED[i, j] is cleared or set according to
whether { s G £]0(z,s) = j } is empty or not.
We now describe how 0(i, S\0&it) is computed. This requires log k + 1 steps, numbered 0 to log A,
At the end of step h, Sh is computed. Each step runs in 0(S + TV) time. Thus, the entirety of
stage M l of the multiplication requires 0((iS + TV)logk) time, as claimed above. Note that each
index 7 € S^ —

1 is sandwiched between two indices a and ft in Sh-1, and in fact 7 = (a-1-/?)/2.

Property (2) says that ff(i,7) is also sandwiched: 0 ( i , a ) <

7 ) < 6(i,P), so

T[i,i\ = min{U[i, /] + V[l,<y] \ S(i,a) < I <

9(i,P)}.

Thus, it suffices to have all processors ( i , / ) , where 0 ( i , a ) < I < 0(i, 0 ) , to hold a contest to see
which value of I will be

7). The contest goes as follows: Each processor ( i , / ) can determine

the index 7 by scanning the Q values rightwaTd and the P values leftward, taking the average, then
storing it in a temporary matrix GAMMA. These scans are segmented at the CROSSED processors. A
router permutation communication (till inside G) is used to obtain V[/,7] - this is added to U[i,/]
(available locally) to get the TRIAL-VALUE I7[t, I] + V[l, 7]. A minimum scan determines the winner.
Segmentation processors (previous winners) must participate in two scans. Winners update their
P and Q entries accordingly and set the segmentation bit in the CROSSED matrix. This process is
illustrated in Figure 4.3.1(b).
Stage M 2 : C o m p u t i n g 6 explicitly.
In this stage the actual 8 values will be computed and stored into a temporary matrix THETA.
This matrix is filled as follows: First, all THETA entries are initialized to zero.
CR0SSED[i, j ] is set, processor (i,j)

If the flag bit

writes j into the THETA matrix entry of processor (i,P[z, j]); i.e.

processor (1, j) sets THETA[z,P[i, j]] = j. This requires a router step. The THETA indices are then
replicated rightward with a max-scan - this sets THETA[i,P[i,j] + 1] = THETA[i,P[z,_7'] + 2) = ... =
THETA[i, Q[i, j]] = j as desired. In summary, THETA can be obtained from the implicit range form in
0(iS

TV) time steps.
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S2 = { 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 , 1 0 , 1 2 , 1 4 }

0(i,S2) = {1,4,4,4,12,12,13}

CROSSED

[

0

1

0

0

1

P

[

-

2

-

-

4

Q

[

0

2

-

-

8

Figure 4.3.1(a):

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
-

Implicit Storage Scheme.

1

1

0

0

]

10

14

-

16

]

12

14

-

-

]

Here, k =

16. T h e ith row of the matrices P, Q, and CROSSED constitute
an implicit storage of fl(i, 62).
—> — y scan on Q — • — •
scan result

[

0

2

2

2

2

8

* —

scan result

[

2

4

4

4

10

< —

8

8

8

scan on P

<—

10

8

10

10

8

10

8

10

10

12

14

14

10

14

16

1 4 ]

16

16

GAMMA

1

1,3

3

3

3,9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9,13

13,15

15

15

TRIAL_VALUE

8

2,5

9

6

7,9

4

3

7

3

5

9

4

7,4

3,4

4

4

CROSSED

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

-

1

-

-

4

-

-

-

9

-

-

-

10

13

-

15

-

3

-

-

8

-

9

-

-

-

12

14

-

15

P
Q

Figure 4 . 3 . 1 ( b ) : Computing 6(i, S3). The TRIAL_VALUEs
are hypothetical. Note that segmentation processors (where
CROSSED = 1 ) must participate in two contests, so they compute two 7 values and two trial values.
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CROSSED
P
Q

[
[
[

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1 0

-

0

-

-

4

-

-

-

9

-

-

-

3

-

-

8

-

-

-

9

-

-

0

0

1

1

0

1

-

10

13

-

15

-

12

14

-

15

]
]
]

after index inscription:
THETA

[

1

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

8

12

0

0

13

0

15

]

12

12

12

13

13

15

]

after max-scan:
THETA

[

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

8

F i g u r e 4.3.1: Stage M 2 — C o m p u t i n g 9 explicitly. Step 4 of stage M l
has been completed; i.e. 8(i, 54) is computed. The index inscription requires
a router permutation within the matrix. The last step requires a scan.

S t a g e M 3 : C o m p u t i n g t h e r e s u l t T.

Once THETA[iJ] is known, the (i, j) processor can immediately compute T[i,j]

by obtaining the U

value from processor (i,THETA[i, j']) and the V value from processor (THETA[i, j],j)

and then adding

them as in formula (5). This is done with two router permutation communications (all inside G)
and a few constant time operations - 0(71) time.
Only a few test cases could be run because the method consumes a quadratic number of virtual
processors. An 8192 processor CM-2 solved the problem for a 128 X 128 grid graph in 7.4 seconds,
and for a 256 x 256 grid graph in 30.7 seconds. This algorithm is drastically lower in its asymptotic
complexity than the row-sweep method, but is slower for small problem sizes. The main problem,
we feel, is the necessity of using utterly global routes and scans in situations where only sub gridspecific routes and scans are needed. However, this program is a viable candidate for use in CM-2
configurations that are large (relative to the length of the sequences being compared) and processor
utilization becomes a problem.

5

Summary and Future Work

We have measured our sequence comparison algorithms in terms of their "prefix complexity" - a
count of the number of calls to functions computing a parallel prefix or postfix, such as those in the
20

scan() family. The dominant theme to our solution to the sequence comparison problem on the
CM-2 has been the use these highly optimized scan() operators. We have used these primitives
to implement two algorithms for sequence comparisons. The first operates well when the problem
size is large with respect to the processor count of the CM-2 being used. The second algorithm
is more complicated but is polylogarithmic in its asymptotic running time. Although the timing
results make it appear worse than the first algorithm, it may become important in future versions
of the CM-2, which may have a vastly greater number of processors than today's versions. In
such a situation, the processor count would dominate problem sizes, and a routine that runs in
polylogarithmic time would be superior.
There are several open questions, which are not necessarily germane to sequence comparison,
that we have touched upon in this paper. The first is the question of determing the theoretical
"prefix complexity" for a wider range of problems. Blelloch [4] has investigated the complexity
of designing several algorithms with these primitives under the assumption that scan operations
require only a constant amount time (we have chosen to distinguish them from constant time
operations).
Secondly, we have expressed some architectural desires. The notion of "grid" pervades the
CM-2 architecture. Grid facilities could be enhanced and extended even further. It would be
nice to establish a hybrid grid-router communication mechanism which would have performance
somewhere between that of the grid-neighbor mechanism (NEWS mechanism in CM-2 lingo), which is
very fast, and the generalized router mechanism, which is very slow. Such a mechanism might allow
medium-speed communication between arbitrary processors, but only in some particular dimension
of the currently defined grid, or in some other well defined non-dimensional partition of the grid.
Such a partition would be the square sub-grids of the block recursive algorithm. This might also
speed up scans by basing them on such partitions, rather than on arbitrary segmentation bits
(although scans are already quite fast). Then, the intra-grid communication could take place in a
limited, and hopefully faster, fashion. This may improve the performance of the block recursive
algorithm, which relies upon scans and router communication in each recursive sub-grid. We have
also noted the disadvantage of the vector length sensitivity of the CM-2. Grid stretching and
shrinking operations, with user defined transformation functions, might be handy.
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